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I. Introduction 

Lonar Crater is the well-studied largest crater situated in Buldhana Dist. of Maharashtra in India. Various 

hypotheses put forth on the issues of earth and planetary science are supplemented by generation of more 

dependable factual data from various studies carried on this crater from last three decades. Formation of impact 

cratering is most important topic for scientists and researchers as it involves various dynamic processes involved 

during formation and during the speedy travel in space. These impact structures are larger circular features that 

are the result of sudden shock due to speed of meteor and its magnitude. They are definitely different in their 

characteristics from the crypto-volcanic structures found around the volcanic vent. They are characteristically 

recognized by their circular shape and range in maximum diameter from less than 0.5 miles to 50 miles. They 

are also characterized by shatter cones, which are bounded by discontinuous striated conical fractures and 

witness characteristic features like uplifted central block.  

By using remote sensing technique we can identify such structures by two ways: (1) recognizing morphological 

features that are compatible with an impact origin. And (2) detecting shock induced changes as spectral changes. 

The strategy is to use remote sensing to identify landform anomalies consistent with an impact origin and then 

confirming them by on-site inspection and examination of rocks for shock metamorphic effects. The absence of 

shock effects lead to ambiguities which tempted few workers for making volcanic craters an alternative 

hypothesis. The impact structures are usually of bowl shaped in structure and depressed below the general 

surface and in some crater wall is raised slightly. It is easy to identify the impact crater by its shape and morphic 

features by its spectral toning in maps and digital imageries. 

Amongst astroblems hitting on earth surface, Lonar Impact crater from Buldhana Dist. in Maharashtra is a 

unique example of meteorite impact sites on the earth, that hit in an area layered with volcanic rocks. This well 

preserved and unique site whose GPS location is (19º 58’50’’ N lat. & 76º 30’50’’E long) attracts the attention 

of earth scientists to study how the meteors scar the volcanic surfaces of earth. Scientist believe that about 

50000 years back a massive meteorite entered in Earth’s gravitational field with a range of 60 m long and 

weighing 20 lakh tones with a speed of 25 km/sec. towards the planet. When it struck the earth, the energy 

released was equivalent to that released by six-megaton atom bombs. Due to this bombardment the small 

segments of melted rocks and glass samples are expelled around the crater rim. With this impact mechanics 

Lonar crater is characterized by six morphological segments. 

Abstract: The origin of the earth from the Solar System and its impact structures are deeply studied and 

widely debated issues in earth and planetary science. These impact structures are also called as ‘crypto-

explosion structures’ which cause of the shock mechanics on the surface of planet. The impact structures 

formed by volcanic process are called as ‘crypto-volcanic’ structure and the impact structures formed by 

crash of meteorite are called ‘astroblems’. Out of 170 terrestrial astroblems Lonar Impact crater from 

Buldhana Dist. is a unique example of astroblem formed in Deccan Trap which can be studied and sampled 

for the studies planned. Lonar Crater attracts the attention of tourists, pilgrimage and scientists working on 

different aspects like its morphic features, stratistical data, and petrological details as well as ecology of 

lake. In this paper an attempt is made to use remotely sensed data to interpret the qualitative and qualitative 

information derived from data of Lonar Crater. This study recognized a new impact feature of “Mahadev 

Lake” in the vicinity of Lonar Crater. Digital photographical images, Google map and toposheets of scale 

1:50,000 are used for collecting spatial evidences and in identification of impact structures thus honed the 

idea of recognition of smaller craters in surrounding area. 
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Fig. 1. (A) Structure of simple crater (B) Structure of Complex crater 

 

The Ejecta blanket, summited convexity, the rim the rectilinear slope of the crater, crater basin and the saline 

water lake. The craters lake water is highly saline which is characterized by its pH value nearly 10.7. 

  

 
Fig.  2. Location map of study area (Lonar Crater Lake) 
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Fig.  3. Digital and topographic views of Lonar Crater. 

 
Fig. 4. Digital image by Google Earth Showing Lonar, Amber and Mahadev (Gagan) Crater. 

 
Fig. 5. Digital views of Lonar, Mahadev and Amber Caters from Google Earth. 

 

In the present attempt remotely sensed data in the form of aerial photograph, imageries were used to bring out 

the geomorphic fractures. Using this data two new smaller craters were identified which were verified during the 

field visit. The field study was carried out using GPS to get the co-ordinates of the site visited during the field 

study. According to the evidences of Impact craters we observed two more impact structures in surrounding area 
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of Lonar Crater, namely Amber Lake (19º59’25.4”N lat. & 76º30’38.7” E long.) and Mahadev Lake 

(20º00’36.86”N Lat. & 76º 28’8.6” E Long). These two craters are believed to have originated from the impacts 

of smaller pieces of meteor which splits from the original mass of meteor during the journey, before hitting the 

ground surface and reached late due to its smaller mass. These craters also have lakes surrounded by basaltic 

brassia. 

Amber Lake: Amber Lake is elliptical depression 700 meters away from the rim of Lonar crater towards north. 

Its major and minor axis is about 290 m to 250 m respectively. The depression diameter of 300m and wall 

deposits up to 12m thick (Fredriksson et. al. 1973). The structure is roughly oval shaped. A lake of crater is fed 

by three streams. The ejected blanket raises up to 6m above the ground surface.   

Mahadev Lake: A Mahadev Lake is a small circular depression, about 4750m away from the rim of the Lonar 

crater. It is situated 350 m away & N-W direction to the Matmal Village. (Tahsil- Lonar Dist. - Buldhana of 

Maharashtra). It is bowl-shape in structure. Ejected blanket of the crater rises 3 meters above the ground level. 

There is no inlet and outlet for the Crater Lake. Its length is 90 m to N-S direction while 110 m to E-W 

direction. It is very important scientific evidence to understand the formation of Amber Lake and Lonar crater 

formation. Amber Lake and Mahadev Lake though relatively small craters are bearing important scientific 

evidences to understand the mechanism of crater formation on Moon & Mars. 
Properties Lonar Crater Amber Lake Mahadev Lake 

Location 19°58′36″N 76°30′30″E , 19.97667°N 

76.50833°E 

19º59’25.4”N 76º30’38.7” 

E long. 

20°00′36.6″N 

76°28′06.0″E 

Diameter 1830 m 300 m 110  

Depth 150 m 12 m 3 m 

 

Petrofabric of the samples collected from study area: Noteworthy variation is found in the samples collected 

from the tree impact craters. 

In Lonar crater the presence of muskelinite is more and most of the rocks formed show characteristic dark 

minerals in abundance. The samples collected in the centre are found with metallic enrichment of Fe, Ni, Mg 

along with base metals PGE contents and in the middle, the rocks shows the characteristic texture which are 

indicative of boiling nature of the magmatic fluid.  

 
Fig.  6. Samples collected from Lonar and Amber Lakes. 

http://stable.toolserver.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Lonar_crater_lake&params=19_58_36_N_76_30_30_E_scale:20000_region:IN-MH_type:waterbody&title=Lonar+Crater+Lake
http://stable.toolserver.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Lonar_crater_lake&params=19_58_36_N_76_30_30_E_scale:20000_region:IN-MH_type:waterbody&title=Lonar+Crater+Lake
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These rocks are like pumice showing impermeable nature and frothy texture with less density and represent the 

slag formation during the digestion of magma after the impact and are characteristically formed at the cooling 

surface of the boiled magma. Along the brim the rocks with muskelinite mineral are glassy and showing 

variation in devitrification of feldspar minerals of different sizes. 

In Amber lake more glassy relatively smaller sized particles are evident these are also exhibiting partial melting 

and vesicular surface more commonly they bear cooling cracks which cut across the cooled magmatic strata. 

These are responsible for increase of fracture porosity which is directly related to rejuvenation of the springs in 

the neighboring Lonar lake. 

In the Mahadev Lake the rocks are light colored indicating their enrichment in silica and alumina content in the 

primary source impactites. The smaller size of this crater and changed composition of rocks corroborate the 

view that, this crater is formed from the relatively smaller astroblem which is compositionally different (bearing 

less densed minerals) and reached earth after a gap. The distant occurrence of this crater is due to the rotation of 

earth during that time gap. The following figure shows the comparative information on rocks from the three 

lakes studied.  

 
Fig.  7. Samples collected from Mahadev Lake. 

 

II. Concluding Remarks 
The study suggests the significant use of GIS in studying Lonar Lake and its associated lakes in vicinity. GIS 

study can definitely aid in searching other associated smaller craters which are awaiting attention of scientists 

working on this line of research. The locality of the Amber Lake and Mahadev Lake craters also supports that 

the speed, mass, magnitude, density and composition are responsible for late bombardment of the successive 

meteors. A meteor of about 20 lakh tones hit at the site of Lonar which was followed by the other meteor bodies 

separated during the splitting of the bigger mass during the journey due to gravitational pull. Resultant is a 

depression formed in the neighbor-hood of the Lonar crater site. The smallest body in the tail portion of the spilt 

which travelled with relatively less speed reached late to the earth surface is responsible for Mahadev lake. The 

time gap of this smallest meteor to crash the earth surface is responsible for its change in location which is 

towards NW direction. This distinct feature can definitely throw light on the compositional variation and density 

difference of the meteoric body. The petrological, geochemical, geothermometric study envisaged can throw 

light on the compositional variation and environment of impact of these smaller meteorites and their change in 

chemistry during descending path, through the direct evidences and data acquired in laboratory from the suitable 

samples studied from these localities. 
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